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Eating genetically modified food is betting with every bite. The biotech industry's claim that
genetically modified (GM) foods are safe is usually shattered in this groundbreaking book. Sixty-
five health threats of the foods that People in america eat each day are shown in easy-to-read
two-web page spreads. The left web page is designed for the quick scanning reader; The right
side offers fully referenced text message, describing both research studies and theoretical
dangers. it includes bullets, illustrations, and quotations. The second half of Genetic Roulette
displays how safety assessments on GM crops are not competent to identify medical
complications presented in the 1st half. It is offered in the very clear, accessible style that made
Jeffrey Smith's Seeds of Deception the world's best-selling book on genetically designed foods.
As the world's most satisfactory reference on the health dangers of GM foods, Genetic Roulette
is also ideal for schools and libraries. In addition, it exposes how industry analysis is rigged in
order to avoid finding problems. This book, prepared in with input by more than 30 scientists, is
for anyone wanting to understand GM technology, to understand how to protect themselves, or
even to share their concerns with others.
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GMO wake-up call for American eaters That is a must-read book for all those naïve enough to
imagine that GMO foods are harmless; Turns out almost all his higher education was spent at a
yogi school where he discovered to levatate (not joking.This book documents the kinds of
ailments by type of GMO food. Since Monsanto could introduce these harmful foods without any
long-term health research, the entire American population are guinea pigs, with the primary
evidence of illness through epidemiology. Must Read Probably probably the most
comprehensive books written about GMO. not really a scientist (and zero scientific background)
compiled this book predicated on "science? Plenty of great information within, nonetheless it
stops at the copyright time time. there are pics online of him supposedly levitating) This book is
filled with poorly done studies (a lot of them rejected by highly regarded journals) and the few
legit research (Seralini, ect) have since been discovered to be total frauds (wherein the labs used
poor methadology to get more funding) and that makes this book ineffective. According to some
epidemiologists, Americans are now among the sickest people in the world. Essential read if you
care about our environment, our health and wellness and our kids. There is no question the
science of genetic engineering can bring goodness if it's taken seriously. The issues arise when
regulatory brokers are not carrying out what they are supposed to do, giving areas to those who
find themselves driven by commercial passions to manipulate study directions and data,
misleading the general public to believe that all is well. Great reference book of case studies I
did not realize this publication had more than one copyright date and I appear to have gotten
the older 1.. Seems to be more of an information publication rather than good read, however.
Not exactly what I believed it would be, but great supply for all your times GMO's have already
been challenged with the case outcomes. Five Stars Thank you Jeffrey Smith does not have any
scientific background, guys Jeffrey Smith; Excellent book! Everyone should have this and share
with friends, family, and kids. Our food supply is under assault and thus so is our health and
wellness." Nope. Lot of important things to consider, Monsanto is trying ... I recommend “Genetic
Roulette” in the Learn More sections of “Chapter 5: Eat What You ARE CREATED Of…” and “Chapter
6: …and Trash the Rest: Detoxifying for Longevity” in my new book,  Very informative book
presenting the results of several studies of genetically modified food. Long term make use of
creates so many medical issues for both people and animals. And the soil. Reserve in perfect
condition..no life there. We highly recommend it. Captivating book. Extremely enlightening but
also very disturbing. The health risks of GMO's are well documented. This reserve has altered my
diet plan and food choices. I highly recommend it. If you want actual science, look at the
metadata. They really should be held responsible for all the farmer suicides and additional awful
repurcussions of their "modifiations".. A must buy for everybody who eats!. It's vital that people
educate ourselves and make wise choices for our food and health. particularly very important to
the parents of young children.. simply wiki/google the guys background... Learn the reality about
genetically modified food.. Mr. The biggest study documented in this reserve is normally Seralini
and his rats; what the study didn't show is that these rats get these huge tumors naturally
anyways (laboratory mice are supposed to only be utilized for so long before euthanized,
ethically and specifically, because they generally have a tendency to grow these tumors if they
live long enough) Important thing: if you want real research, don't buy or go through books
written by nonscientists. I recommend “Genetic Roulette” in the Learn More sections of “Chapter
... “Genetic Roulette” by Jeffry M. Smith presents 65 widely experienced health-dangers
associated common American foods. works out a large proportion (of both studies and
scientists) show exactly the opposing of what this reserve will. Smith uses the latest scientific
data and research to describe to readers the true risks of Genetically Modified Foods. I keep



Jeffry Smith in high respect, and I am thankful for the volumes of data he presents in his books.
Personally i think privileged to have attended one of is own informative conferences. Lot of
considerations to consider, Monsanto is trying to replace Nature.
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